Surprise yourself at La Rondinaia,
the Villa in Ravello where
art, cultural heritage, history and beauty
meets exclusive Amalfi Coast hospitality

LARONDINAIA.COM

The V I L L A
A fabulous villa overlooking the Amalfi Coast,
Villa La Rondinaia is an elegant residence full
of history. It is surrounded by gardens and
terraces with breath taking views of the
Amalfi Coast and the Gulf of Salerno.
The name of the villa translates as “ Swallow’s
Nest” due to its position, clinging to the cliff
face, nestling between the trees and rich
vegetation of the gardens, the villa therefore
offers complete and absolute privacy.

This was once the private paradise of the
American writer Gore Vidal. The rooms have
all been elegantly restored and furnished. In
times past, the villa and its gardens have
welcomed
illustrious
guests
such
as
Tennessee Williams, Princess Margaret of
England, Hillary Clinton, Paul Newman, Susan
Sarandon, William Clark Styron, Leonard
Bernstein, Italo Calvino, Franco Zeffirelli,
Andy Warhol, Jane Woodward, Tim Robins,
Peter O’Toole, Francesco Rosi, Giovanni e
Marella Agnelli, Sting, Rudolf Nureyev, Mick e
Bianca Jagger.

Today, the villa is the property of a local family who have restored the villa with love and great attention to detail.

I N T E R I O R S and E X T E R I O R S
The villa itself covers 850 square meters, it includes terraces and balconies and is set
in 25.000 square meters of gardens with charming pathways through the trees.
The interior rooms and exterior areas of the Villa La Rondinaia represent the
quintessence of elegance, offering guests every luxury during their stay here.
The interior of the villa has recently been sympathetically restored with respect to
the artistic and historical restrictions and the architectural elements which are
typical of this area. The furnishings and furniture were all created by local craftsmen,
using materials of the highest quality, in 2019, which are integrated with some
original elements and furniture of the villa.
The interior of the villa is fully air conditioned and is, therefore suitable even for
longer stays, for family and friends, with rooms such as, suites, junior suites and
deluxe rooms, sleeping up to 12 people.

Outside areas available for events
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[1] [TERRAZZA DELLE MUSE] =
approximately 300 square meters

[2] [TERRAZZA DEGLI EVENTI] =
approximately 350 square meters

[3] [TERRAZZA CON PAGODA] =
approximately 400 square meters

[4] [PISCINA DELL'IMMENSO] =
approximately 400 square meters
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Inside areas available for events
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[1] [2] [SALOTTO ITALIANO] =
approximately 80 square meters

[5] [TERRAZZA BELVEDERE] =
approximately 33 square meters

[3] [DELIGHT BAR] =
approximately 18 square meters

[6] [TERRAZZA DELL'ISPIRAZIONE] =
approximately 60 square meters

[4] [BALCONE DELLO STUPORE] =
approximately 14 square meters

[7] [TERRAZZA SERENITY SUITE] =
approximately 35 square meters

B A C K U P P L A N
The Italian Salon (the Salotto Italiano), situated inside the villa itself, can hold up to
50 guests.
For outside events, we have the possibility of setting up a 210 square meter semi
rigid pagoda, which can hold up to 170 guests. This can be extended to an area of
280 square meters to accommodate up to 220 guests.
The pagoda can be used in both good and bad weather conditions.

The V I L L A

S T A F F

The interior of the villa has recently been
sympathetically
restored
and
curated
respecting
the
artistic
and
historical
regulations and the architectural elements
which are typical of this area. The bespoke
furnishings and furniture were all created by
Italian artisans, using materials of the
highest quality in 2019. Th new furniture has
been integrated with some original elements
and furniture of the villa. The exclusive use of
the villa and its secluded position guarantees
high levels of privacy throughout any event
or extended stay.

The members of the multi-lingual staff are
highly professional and are able to satisfy
every personal request and necessity for
guests 24 hours a day. They are always ready
to assist guests, with the perfect mix of
friendly professionalism to ensure that they
get the very best out of their stay here, to
make them feel at home in “their personal
residence on the Amalfi Coast”.

T A R I F F S and B O O K I N G S
The villa organizes only one event per day
and all tariffs apply to the use and availability
of the external area of the villa and the
gardens according to the following:
Event with buyout of the six rooms and
suites for 3 nights
Event only without exclusive use of rooms
Event only with exclusive use of the rooms
At a supplement we can personalize your
event with the following services:
Food and beverages for the event
Provide an open bar
Music open end until midnight (only with
buyout or exclusive use of the rooms)
Flower arrangements in and around the
villa gardens
Available for ceremonies and receptions

The R O O M S
The rooms are all finely curated and
furnished
with
high
quality
furniture,
together with prestigious art work, paintings,
statues and busts of high artistic quality. All
rooms have a generously sized private
bathrooms with bath and shower with
chromotherapy elements. One of the suites
has a jacuzzi built into the rock face. They all
have terraces or verandas with splendid
views. Rooms also have a minibar.
The rooms are all located in the main
building of the villa, positioned on various
levels by way of easy steps and stairs.

The Inspiration is a Suite about 80 square meters of
delight with a living room, bedroom, a small veranda
with a panoramic view, floors are tiled with amazing
mosaics.
The living room has a large fitted bespoke wardrobe,
sofas, armchairs, side tables, a desk with chair, lamps
and a maxi screen TV. The bedroom has an original
fireplace, and a four-poster king size bed, with a
headboard in fine leather, bedside tables, chest of
drawers, lamps and maxi screen TV.
The bathroom, with its own outside access and balcony
is complete with wash basin, w.c., bidet, bath and
separate shower.

The Serenity is a Suite about 80 square meters of
delight, it has a bedroom and a large panoramic
veranda. To be noted is the mosaic flooring. The veranda
has a Jacuzzi.
It looks over the terrace and has seating and tables with
a small desk with mirror.
The bedroom has a king size bed with fine leather
headboard, bedside tables, a large fitted bespoke
wardrobe, lamps, desk and maxi screen TV.
The large bathroom has an inside window and arched
ceiling, two wash basins, w.c., bidet and a spacious
shower.

The Audacity is an indipendent Study Suite about 80
square meters of delight with a living room and
bedroom with a panoramic view, floors are tiled with
amazing mosaics.
The living room has wardrobe, sofas, armchairs, side
tables, a desk with chair, lamps and a maxi screen TV.
The bedroom has a king size bed with a headboard in
fine leather bedside tables, lamps and maxi screen TV.
The bathroom is complete with wash basin, w.c., bidet
and separate shower.

The Desire is a Junior Suite about 44 square meters of
delight and it has direct access to a 100 square meter
panoramic terrace.
The flooring is antique vietri ceramic tiles and the room
also has a fireplace.
There is a king size four poster bed with a fine leather
headboard, bedside tables, a chest of drawers, side
lamps, maxi screen TV, fitted bespoke wardrobe, sofas,
armchairs, side tables, desk with chair.
The bathroom has a window, wash basin, w.c. and a large
separate shower.

The Ecstasy is a Deluxe Room about 44 square meters of
delight and it has a small panoramic terrace next to the
bathroom. The bedroom has fantastic views, antique
ceramic flooring, two large, arched windows, one with a
view of the park grounds, the other with a sea view.
There is a king size bed with a fine leather headboard,
bedside tables,side lamps, maxi screen TV, a bespoke
fitted wardrobe, sofa, armchairs, side tables, desk with
chair.
A few steps lead to the bathroom, which has a rose
window with a wonderful sea view above the marble
wash basins.
The bathrooom is complete with side mirrors, w.c., bidet
and a large separate shower.

The Curiosity is a Sea view Superior Room about 27
square meters of delight and it has direct acces to a 100
square meter panoramic terrace. The flooring is Vietri
ceramic tiles.
There is a king size bed with a fine leather beardboard,
bedside tables, a chest of dwavers side lamps, maxi
screen TV, wardrobe, sofas, armchairs, side tables, desk
with chair.
The bathroom has a window, wash basin, w.c. and a large
separate shower.

S P E C I A L
C O N D I T I O N S
for E V E N T S

L O C A T I O N and E V E N T P A C K A G E S
The location and event packages are subject to availability. We kindly ask you to send
requests for special events to: events@rondinaia.com stating details with a complete
list of guest names, the date of the event, the time, arrival and departure dates
together with other details pertinent to the event. We reserve the right to refuse to
consider requests which provide insufficient details
E V E N T D E F I N I T I O N ( D E T A I L S )
All details concerning food and beverage for events, for example, menu, location,
logistics, seating etc. must be definitely confirmed at least 60 days prior to date of
arrival. All services, plans, arrangements and logistics are subject to the prior approval
of the owners and management of the Villa, who also reserve the right to intercede on
all aspects of the organization of the event, and to ask for further details with the
withdrawal/ refusal of consent regarding details considered not in keeping with the
Villa.
T A R I F F S
The tariffs refer to the availability of the villa / grounds forthe one single event, further
events can be organized at a cost to be determined.

N U M B E R of G U E S T S
Events refer to an average number of 100 guests. For numbers in excess of 100, the cost
of the event will be reassessed. The number of guests must be stated in the contract
and in the details of stay. On the day of the event, should there be a larger number of
guests than established in the contract (up to 250 guests). There are special conditions
for events of up to a maximum of 50 guests.
G E N E R A L R E G U L A T I O N S of the C O N S U M P T I O N of F O O D
The introduction of food onto the premises is severely prohibited.
P H O T O G R A P H S and V I D E O
The Villa la Rondinaia will be happy to provide professional photographers and video
makers to capture precious moments during the special event. Please contact us for
further information.
The Villa La Rondinaia reserves the right to use 20 images for future use on social
media, catalogues, marketing and promotional material. The Villa La Rondinaia reserves
the right for the presence of its personal photographers and video makers during the
ceremony and event.
O U T S O U R C I N G of S U P P L I E R S
Names and details of all suppliers and providers for the event must be given in writing
at least 60 days prior to the event and they must provide notice of all their needs.
Should this information not be provided within the said timeframe, they may not have
access to the property or their access may be limited.

E N T E R T A I N M E N T R E G U L A T I O N S
The level of decibels of the entertainment to be used during the event must be given in
the contract of services and must be regulated by the management. Noise levels must
be reduced after midnight. The timeframe for DJs and other forms of entertainment is
from 6.00 p.m. to midnight. After midnight, entertainment and music without the use
of amplifiers may, under certain conditions to be decided on a case by case basis,
continue with moderate and reasonable noise levels, unless specifically prohibited by
the local authorities. The Villa La Rondinaia declines any responsibility whatsoever for
any unexpected conditions or circumstances which prevent the use or the continuation
of musical entertainment.
P E R S O N A L I Z E Y O U R E V E N T
Should you require special decorative elements, please let us know. We can organize
this for you at a supplement, which will depend on the quantity, logistical
arrangements and work force involved.
A U D I O and V I D E O D E V I C E S and S Y S T E M S in G E N E R A L
Lighting and audio services contracted to third parties and the costs thereof must be
confirmed at least 60 days prior to the event. All consultants and contractors
(decorators, audio/ video suppliers, production companies, entertainment suppliers
etc.) must have approval of their sub-contract prior to their arrival on site. In order to
avoid damage to the villa’s prestigious fixtures and fittings, under no circumstances
must devices, machinery or equipment be fixed to any surface area of the villa (for
example, walls, floors, windows, ceilings, doors) by way of nails, staples, clips, sticky
tape, or by any other means. The clients will be wholly responsible for any damage to
the rooms or grounds of the villa caused by any such devices, machinery or equipment.
The rooms and grounds of the Villa must be left in a clean and tidy condition, free of
refuse or garbage by and not beyond the time and date specified in the contract. Based
on time and manpower used, extra costs for cleaning up after the event may be
applied.

L I G H T I N G and V I S U A L E F F E C T S
Lighting scenography must be organized and approvedwell before the day of the event,
at least 60 days prior to the event, in order to verify the amount of time required to
obtain the relative authorizations. Wish Lantern release or any object which uses the
release of live flames is not allowed in or around the Villa due to health and safety
regulations.
S A F E T Y and S E C U R I T Y
Villa La Rondinaia does not accept any responsibility for damage to or loss of any goods
or articles brought to the Villa or any object left unattended, other than those caused
by direct actions of the staff of the Villa.
T E R M S and C O N D I T I O N S of P A Y M E N T and C A N C E L L A T I O N
P O L I C Y
The terms and conditions for payment will be given on receipt of your request.
Cancellation policies will also be established at the same time.
P E R I O D of O C C U P A N C Y
Confirmed rooms are generally available after 3.00p.m. on the day of arrival, check-out
on departure day is by 11.00 a.m.

I N A D D I T I O N
The Villa reserves the right to evaluate, investigate and if necessary, intervene in
regards to any aspect the organization of the event. Therefore, we cannot exclude the
possibility that we may prohibit any work, activity or decorative elements held to be
not in keeping with the Villa.
A minimum of 10.000 euros (ten thousand euros) deposit must be paid, the exact
amount will be in proportion to the number of guests and the complexity of the event
itself, in case of damage to the villa and its contents. The deposit also guarantees full
contractual compliance on the part of the Clients. The Villa La Rondinaia also reserves
the right to deny access to rooms and any external or internal places.

V I L L A
LA RONDINAIA
Amalfi Coast
Via dei Fusco, 20
84010 - Ravello (Salerno) - Amalfi Coast - Italy
For any other information please do not hesitate to contact us.

[web] www.larondinaia.com
[email] info@larondinaia.com
events@larondinaia.com
reservations@larondinaia.com

